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MT. ELBERT TRASHRACK VIBRATION STUDIES 

Robert V. Todd 1_/, Brent W. Mefford '{I, and Thomas J. Isbester 3/ 

Abstract 

A finite element analysis was performed on a prototype trashrack 
to deter]ine if the analysis could be used in the design stage to 
predi ct rrequencies and mode shapes of vibr ati on. Both laboratory and 
field t es ts were performed on the trashrac k to provide comparative data 
of th e vip rations in air and in water. Th e ef fects of added mass were 
apparent f or heave modes resulti ng in red uct ic ns in frequencies of 
about 20 percent in the field tests as compar ed to the laboratory tests 
in air . Plunge modes were not affected by added mass. Due to the 
random r.ature of flow velocity field on th e ~ra shrack, no lock-in 
vibrati cns were observed in the field tes t s. The preience of an 
jntermi tt ent draft tube surge with vortex br eakdown was f ound to be the 
most severe condition the trashrack was subj ect ed to. The periodic 
surge did not produce adverse conditions on th e trashrack. A ~inite 
element analysis of a proposed trashrack des~gn will give sufficiently 
accurate frequencies and mode shapes for evaluation purposes. 

Introduction 

The Bureau of Reclamation's experience t o date with trashracks has 
been with low flo w velocities, usually less than 0.6 m/s. Und er these 
conditions, there is insufficient energy in t he flowing f l uid to cause 

1damage to the trashrack. Because of their suitabi lity to provide power
jsystem regulation, reserve, and peaking power, pumped-stor age facilities 
\are becoming popular. Due to economic considerations, tr ashracks in 

ri
hese installations are being designed for higher velocit ~es than 0.6 
/s. Depending on the overall operational parameters of t he facility , 
here is a possibility of failure due to vibration. The so urce of 

vibration may arise from puls ations from the pump-genera te,,· in the form 
of intermitten! or periodic surging, and water velociti es resul ting 
in vortex shedding from the trashbars. 

Dependi ng on the structural arrangement of the tr ash rack , failure 
may arise from the individual bars being excited at th ei r funda~ental 
frequency or the trashrack as a whole may be forced to vi brat e at one of 
•its natural frequencies. A number of papers have been wr it ten covering 
case histories o·,· trashrack vibration failures with expl anat ions of the 
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exciting mechanisms and the structures' response (see Appendix -
Bib 1 iography). 

The Bureau needed a new design approach to take into account 
possible vibration of a trashrack under operational conditions. This 
investigation was undertaken to establish that design approach. 

Proposed Design Approach 

Initially the trashrack would be sized by the conventional 
approach based on a static head loading based on trash accumulation. 
Then a vibration analysis would be performed which would consider 
forcing frequencies; individual bar fundamental transverse frequencies; 
and natural frequencies and mode shapes of the trashrack under _its 
proposed field conditions . 

. The determination of the trashrack 1 s response to operating condi
tions is the most complex part of the analysis. It is dependent upon a 
number of factors which are difficult to predict at the design stage. 
These factors are the trashrack's boundary conditions or fixity, the 
velocity profile at the trashrack location, and the damping of the 
trashrack. 
_ A program was proposed to obtain the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of a prototype trashrack in air using both analytical and 
laboratory testing methods, and then comparing the results. The 
trahsrack would then be field tested to determine its response to 
actual operating conditions. Comparison could be made between the 
laboratory and the field results to determine the impact of the various 
factors mentioned previously. 

Description of Trashrack Chosen for Tests 

A trashrack from Mt. Elbert Pumped-Storage Powerplant was selected 
for the tests because it was econbmically feasible to utilize an 
existing trashrack located a reasonable distance from the laboratory. 
The trashracks - two bays of three trashracks each, one on top of the 
other - are located at the draft tube bellmouth, 40.84 m from the 
centerline of the pump-generator (see fig. 1). The draft tube is split 
by a center pier along its length; during generation, . when operating at 
be.st efficiency the flow distribution at the· trashracks is unsymmetrical 
with the higher velocities occuring on the left side (looking down
stream.) The draft tube centerline is positioned 10° to the horizontal. 
The trashracks are located vertically in their guides; consequently, 
flow during generation wi ll impinge on the tr ansverse bars at an angle 
of attack of 10°. The upper trash r ack in th e left bay was selected 
because it req uir ed mini mal handl ing compar ed with the lower trashr acks . 

The trashr ack had been des igned by the conv ent ion al me thod wit h no 
consid eration gi ven to flui d-s tructure in t eract ion. The tr ashrack is 
6.78 m wid e by 2.5 m high made of sev en 32- by 254-mm tr ansv erse 
load-carrying bars and fo r t y 16- by 51-mm vert i cal bars. Loading is 
tr ansferred t o the side members, 152- by 102- by 16-mm angle s, whi ch 
bear on the steel gu id es . · 

Th e ver t ical bars have an aspect ratio of 3.2 wh ich results in the 
flow forming a sepJ ration zon~ witnou L reattachment taki ng place . The 

'tr ansvers e bar spacing of 406 mm makPs the fundament al tr ansver se 
frequency of the vertical bar s between welds equal t o 334 Hz; this 
value is far in exces s of any pr obab le fo rci ng f r eque ncy. 
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SECTION THROUGH DRAFT TUBE 

FIG. I - General Arrangement of Pump -Turbine and Troshrock$ 

Choice of Boundary Conditions 

I. 

The trashacks at Mt. Elbert ar e located in guides with no clamping 
devices securing them. The total transverse clearance between the 
trashrack and the guides is 32 mm laterally and 10 to 13 mm in the forP. 
and aft directions . When the trashracks are subjected to flow, the 
drag will cause them to seat agains t the guides. Unevenness of the 
trashrack and the guides may result in a nonuniform bearing. The 
effect of possible uneveneness on th e freque ncies cannot be determined 
in advance. 

Considering two sets of boundary· conditions, it was pl anned t o 
cover the actual r esponse of the trashrack in its field location and 
have two different cases with which to comp are th e finite e l ement model 
to the laboratory se tup. The two cas es were des ign at ed set up A, short 
sides of trashrack cl amped; and setup B, the four corners clamped. 

Finit e El ement Analysis 

An in-house finite element program , STR5 , was used to de termine 
th e natur al fr equencies , mode shapes , 2nd mcments of th e trashrack for 
t\-JO set s of bound ary conditions . STRS is a structur al ana lys i s program 
for stati c and dynamic analysis of l in ear ly e l as tic systems . Th e 
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dynamic analys is part of STR5 provid es a means of det erm ining the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes for the structural system being 
modeled. 

Initially a two-dimensional model was used. The complete trashrack 
was modeled using beam elements to represent the actual rectangular 
bars. The nodes were modeled at the intersection of the actual members. 
There were 294 nodes, each with 6 degrees of freedom resulting in 1764 
equations to be solved. The computer can handle this size of problem, 
but it uses an excessive amount of tirne if more than three frequencies 
are required. The model was first run with the corners restrained in 
the x, y, and z directions to obtain the first three frequencies. The 
results indicated that there was no coupling between the heave and 
plunge modes. The terms heave and plunge are used to describe the 
motion of the vibrating trashrack. A heave mode takes place in the x, 
y plane, and plunge mode in they, z plane. The axes relative to a 
trashrack are defined as: · x parallel to the width; y parallel to the 
height, and z normal to the surface. Nodal · lines are used to define 
the mode shape; for example, a (1-2) mode would have one vertical nodal 
line and two transverse nodal lines. 

For the plunge modes, the rotation about the z axis and the 
.displacements in the x and y directions were insignif icant. For the 
heave mode, the rotations about the x and y axes and t he displacement 
in the z direction were insignificant. By fixing thr ee redundant 
degrees of freedqm at each node, one type of mode would be obtained 
with half the number of equations to be solved. With the reduction in 
unknowns, a greater number of frequencies could be obtained from the 
same computer time. Running the program twice with the appropriate 
fixities, the first 10 frequencies for the plunge and heave modes ccu l d 
be obtained for one set of boundary conditions at an economical comp ut er 
usage rate. 

Two different sets of boundary conditions were required. The 
first, "test setup A, 11 had the z displacements fixed along the short 
sides of the model. This simulated one of the laboratory setups wher e 
the short sides were clamped. It also approximated the actual instal 1a
tion conditions of the trashrack at the end of the draft tube. The 
second set of boundary conditions, 11 test setup B, 11 had the x, y, and z 
displacements at the four corners fixed and simulated the second setu p 
in the laboratory. 

While running the laboratory tests, there appeared to be coupl in ; 
between the heave and plunge modes. This was due, however, to the 
offset structural configuration. The vertical, 51- by 16-mm trashb ar .:; 
are v,elded to the short face of the 254- by 32-mm tr ansverse beams. 
When the vertical bars deflect in a plunge mode conf igur ation, the 
transverse bars are forced to rot ate. Th ese tr ansv erse bars have 

.negligible tor s ional stiffness bec ause of t heir r ect ang ular shape , an.:: 
due to the rotation, a ver tical compo ne nt of dis placement i s obt ai ned 
which could be int erpr eted as a he ave mode . Thi s ef fect was simu l at ed 
by utilizing a three-dimensiona l mode l. 

Because of th e node li mit ati on in t he STR5 pro gr am , on1y one - fourth 
of the tr ash r ack was mode l ed . All of the mode shaces could be obtained 
by modifyin g tlie bound ary condi t io ns. Apart from the boundary noaes, 
t he r em aini ng 11.Jdes 1•1e re allm-ied 6 degrees of freedoni resulting-in a 
model with 168 nod es havi ng an av erage of 970 equat ions t o be solved . 
Eight different sets of boundary con dit ions were r equ ir ed to ob t ain t he 
plunge and heave modes for the two l abor atory se t ups. 
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Laboratory Tes t s 

The laboratory testing of the trashrack unit was accomplished in 
the vibration test building operated by the Concrete and Structural 
Branch of the Bureau of Reclamation Engineering and Research Center in 
Denver, Colorado. The trashrack was placed horizontally and supported 
on its short sides on 457- by 298-mm-wide flange beams to allow for 
access to the underside with electromagnetic shakers. 

Six accelerometers and six strain gages were attached to the 
trashrack as shown in figure 2. In addition, a roving accelerometer 
was used to help define the mode shapes. 

Two electromagnetic shakers were available to excite the trashrac k. 
Some modes required two shakers either in ph ase or 180° out of phase. 

In addition to data from the STRS progr am , the transfer functi on 
capability of a spectrum analyzer was used to locate excitation f r e
quencies for the laboratory study. The tr ansfer fu nction measur ement 
yielded a ratio of cross pm'ler spectrum to auto power spectrum, or 
roughly the ratio of output to input at the selected bandwidth inte r val. 
Pseudorand om noise f ed to an electr om aqne t ic shake r 11,a s used to excite 
all frequencies within the t otal bandwid th . Th e t rans fe r function 
-output was also used as an indicat or of the t orsion pr esent at each 
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lliJ = Acceleromet er mounted in t he y ox j s direct ion. 
[gJ = Accelerometer mounted in the z axis dir ect io n. 

~ = Pa ir of strain gages to measure stra ins ar ising from ben di ng about 
the X axis . 

@] = Pair of st rain gages t o measure stra ins arising from bending ob Jut 
the z 0 Xis. 

GZl = Strain gages used for field tes t. 
(l[] = Propell er me t er. 

FIG. 2 Trashrack Instru mentation 
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excited mode by comparing transfer functions of accelerometers located 
with their sensitive axis at 90° from the trashrack excitation direc
tion. This allowed for comparison and adjustment of trashrack boundary 
conditions on a real-time basis. 

The remainder of the tests utilized discrete finely tunable 
sinusoidal excitation to drive the electromagnetic shakers and vibrate 
the trashrack. 

Plunge modes were tested for setups A and B. Heave modes were 
tested for setup B only. Some predicted modes were well defined and 

· easy to attain, while others were difficult to achieve or did not 
conform to the predicted shape. 

Individual strain gage and accelerometer data were obtained with a 
measurement and control processor and stored on floppy disk for later 
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) analysis. In addition, data were analyzed 
on an FFT analyzer, channel by channel during the tests. 

The trashrack damping factor was determined for both the plunge 
and heave modes. After the steady-state data were obtained for the 
test frequency, the circuit to the electromagnetic shaker was . opened 
and rack vibration allowed to decay. A retentive oscilloscope equipped 
with a Polaroid camera was used to record the rate of decay of the 
.vibration. The traces were then analyzed using the logarithmic decre
ment method to obtain the damping factor. 

Comparison Between Two- and Three-dimensional Finite Element Model 
Values and Laboratory Test Results 

The frequency values obtained from the finite element models and 
the laboratory tests were tabulated and compared (tables 1, 2, and 3) . 
There was good agreement in the case of test setup A except for the 
{1-3) plunge. In the case of tes.t setup B, good agreement was obtain ed 
except for the (0-3) plunge with the three-dimensional model. Three 
heave modes obtained in the laboratory tests which correlated well wi t h 
the two-dimensional finite element model were not obtained with the 
three-dimensional model. 

Field Tests 

The trashrack was installed on a new pump-turbine unit, and 
testing was accomplished during the startup phase which included load;; 
of 25, 50, 60, 70, 75, 80, 90, 100, and 115 percent. 

The instruments, consisting of six accelerometers, six strain 
gages, and two propeller meters, were installed on the trashrack 
according to details on figure 2. All lead wires were fixed to the 
rack bars with plastic wire ties and fiberglass tape to eliminate sl ac.: 
and funneled to the top centerline of the tras nrack . From this poi nt . 
the wires were pl aced within a single polyethelene plastic tube whic h 
extended to the top of the afterbay wall and then to the instrumen 
tation si1ack. 

A 1:1 coal-tar epoxy was used to coat t he accelerometers, str ain 
gages, and le ad v1 i res . This coating fi xed t he pos iti on of the l ead 
wire s to the tr ashr ack bars and prevented the ir vibr ation . 

Fr eque nc _y analysis of field data ""i:, per-foned using a comb ination 
of real ti me output from the spectrum analy zer and computer -controlled 
analog-to-digital sweeps of all transducer channels. 
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The spect r um analyzer was used to obtain accurate amplitude 
response. Time domain records were windowed using a flattop passband 
function before the FFT. Amplitude spectrums were obtained using 
long-term power spectrum averaging of successive FFT 1 s. 

Continuity between trashrack tra~sducers was established using 
multiple-channel computer data acquisition. Time domain data sweeps of 
all transducers were taken at a 454-Hz . rate. To minimize aliasing, 
analog filters were placed on each channel. Filter cutoff points were 
set to 110 Hz, dropping 32 dB per octave~ The FFT 1 s run on the time 
domain data yielded near simultaneous amplitude and phase data for all 
transducers. 

Table 1. - Plunge mode frequencies of the trashrack for test setup A 

Two-dimension a 1 Three-dimensional 
finite element finite element Laboratory results, 

Mode model, natural model, natural natural frequency 
shape frequency in Hz frequency in Hz in Hz 

( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) 
-

0-0 11.47 11. 61 11.60 
0-1 12.57 12.70 13.10 
0-2 21.51 20.22 21.42 
1-0 45.57 46.34 44.20 
0-3 46.48 41.06 42.43 
1-1 47.46 47.39 46.09 
1-2 52.48 51.16 53.40 
1-3 68.43 61.00 61.82 

Table 2. Plunge mode frequencies of the trashrack for test setup B 

Two-dimensional Three-dimensional 
·- finite element finite element Laboratory results, 

Mode model, natural model, natural natural frequency 
shape frequency in Hz frequency in Hz in Hz 

(1) (2) (3) ( 4) 

---
0-0 10.42 10.50 11.00 
0-1 l~.S4 12.46 12.94 
0-2 20.81 20.57 21.20 
1-0 27.80 28.42 32.20 
2-0 43.96 - 42.17 
0-3 46.34 32. 88 42 . 13 
1-1 46. 72 46 . 43 45.66 
1-2 51.08 50.30 50.41 
1-3 67. 22 60.53 64. 08 

----- --- · ~L 
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Table 3. - Heave.mode frequencies of the trashrack for test setup B 

Two-dimension al Three-dimensional 
finite element finite element Laboratory results, 

Mode model, natural model, natural natural frequency 
shape frequency in Hz frequency in Hz in Hz 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

0-0 7 .11 6.90 6.92 
1-0 15.21 14.94 14.43 
2-0 25.11 - 24. 78 
3-0 37.29 36.18 36.81 
4-0 52. 03 - 51.94 
6-0 89.07 - 88.41 

Table 4. - Comparison between the trashracks I natural fr equencies under 
laboratory and field conditions 

Laboratory 
results, natural 

Mode sh ape frequency in Hz 
(1) 

Heave, 0-0 
Heave, 1-.0 
He.ave, 2-0 
Plunge, 0-2 

' 

a/ Test setup A. 
b/ Test setup B. 

(2) 

6.92 
14.43 
24.78 

a/ 21.42 
b/ 20.81 -

Percentage differ-
Field results, ence between f i el d 

natural frequency and l aboratory 
in Hz frequencies. 

(3) (4) 

5.60 ..:19.10 
11. 50 -19.60 
19.60 -20.10 
20.90 I a/ -2.43 

b/ 0.43 -
··-

========================================================================--
The location of the inst alled t rashrack m~de t he measur ement of 

instantaneous ve loc ity impr actical. Current meters which produce an 
electric al pu lse based on propell er rotation were uti li zed . The two 
meters used were calibrat ed fo r a range of velocit ies of 0. 18 to 5. 49 
m/s, produc i ng one pul se for every. 20 revo l utions of the propeller. 
The meter s wer e pl aced on the tr ashr ack ~s ~hown on figure 2. Th e 
l arge number of revolutions per puls e pr events meas ur ement of inst an 
t aneous veloci t ies but was consid er ed adeq uate for tr~s~ field tests . 
The cur r ent meters are un ab l e t o determine when f i ~w might be moving in 
a r ever se di r ect ion . 

The pulse da t a wer e r ecbrded on a t wo-chan nel oscil logr aph. Th e 
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records ere then 1an alyzed 1for average velcc it y by taki ng a long record 
and count)ng pulses, and converting to aver age velocity. In addition, 

. the maxim~m and minimum values were obtain ed fr om single pulses which 
covered the shortest and greatest time peri ods , respectively. 

The velocity data confirmed the unste ad y nature of flow in the 
draft tub~. The percent deviation between ~he extremes and the average 

. was considerably less at or near the 100-per cent load condition. 
While operating the turbine at SO-perc ent load and 63-percent 

wicket gate opening, some rather large acce ler ometer and strain gage 
reading s were encountered. At the time dr aft tube surging was 
suspect ed, however, records of draft tube pres sures wer e not being 
obtained· I After reviewing the data from t he pump-turbine mode 1 test 
repor t, ii was determined that an intermi ttent surge with associated 
·vortex br akdown was probably occurring in the draft tube. Dur ing 
December .981, additional data were taken of dr aft tube pressure in the 
suspected i range of operation and the pres ence of the intermittent surge 
confirmed ~ Intermittent surges in the dr af t tub e occur during t he 
breakdo~n of a helical vapor core vortex. The formation of the vortex 
and sub seq uent breakd own are random occur rences and produce large 
pressure pu lsations during the collapse of t he vapor cavity . During 
this pl1er:omenon, rapid changes in pressure arid velocity occur within 
the draft tube and are felt by the trashr ack at the downstream end. 

Comparison Between Laboratory and Field Re sult s 

Table 4 lists the modes and frequencies obt ained from the field 
test and the corresponding laboratory results . Only four frequ encies 
were encountered in the field tests; they occurred over t he range of 
power settings from 60- to 115-percent load. A maximum average veloci
ty of 2.29 m/s occurred on the left side of the trashrack at 90-percent 
load with a corresponding velocity of 1.83 m/s on the ri ght side. The 
flow velocity fluctuated appreciably during one run. Fr om the results : 
~here appeared to be no lock-in at any frequ ency in the for cing 
functions. Resonant conditions were not present, the fo rci ng spectrum 

eing provided by the turbulent nature of the velocity prof ile. 
The highest g loadings occurred for the SO-percent lo ad case, which 

urther testing indicated an intermittent draft tube surge was present. 
~ The heave mode frequencies from the field test were appr oximately 

0 percent lower than those obtained in the laboratory. f1~ ld and 
aboratory frequencies for the plunge mode were compar ab l e. The 
educed fre quency when the trashrack is submerged may be in t er preted as 
eing caused by an increase in the mass of t he tr ashrack or an added 
irtual mass. Th e virtual mass is a fun ction of the mode shape; the 

heave mod es which disp lace more water than the plunge mod es are subject 
to a great er reduction in their frequ enci es when submerged. In the 
case of t he heave modes, to obtain the r eduction in freq uency from air 
to water , the ratio of added mass to the structur al mass wa s app roxi
mately 58-percent . 

Th e stre sses recorded in the fi e ld were ext r eme ly l o·•; t he highest 
values obt ain ed 1·1e r e for t he (l - 0) heave mode with 80 -p':.r __ 1,L load. 
The hi ghest bendin g s tr ess meas urec1 res ult ed in a max ir,r ··1 0•:1 d inq 
stress in lhe vertical biff of 1865 kf1/m2 , which is v:e11 lJc:lo•,·1 the 
fati gue endur ance limi t. Good corre l ati on was obta in ed t 2:~2 ~n th e 
stresses from the finite element ,nodels and t he f ie ld t est re sults for 
the (1-0) heave mode . · 

. ·----- "· 
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It 1as not possible t6 determine the degr ee of fixity of t~e 
trashracl< from the · field results. The vert ic. al heave mode frequencies 
from the 'finite element analysis were foun d to be practically indepen
dent of the side fixity. There were differ e'1ees for the plunge modes, 
but the plunge mode obtained in the field was found to have practically 
the same frequency as the two fixit_f es test ed in the labo~a~ory. 

I 

Conclusions 

1. The finite element analysis gave mode shapes, frequencies, and 
stresses that were in good agreement with those obtained from labora
tory testing of a full-sized trashrack. 
2. A t 1110-dimensional model was sufficient 1y accurate compared with a 
more co~plicated three-dimensional model. 
3. A f in ite element analysis of proposed t r ash rack designs wi11 give 
suffic fo nrt ly accurate frequencies and mod e shape s for evaluation 
purposes . 1 

4. Mor e f ield testing is recommended spec if ic ally to cover the follow
ing si t uat ions: uniform velocity profile s equa l to and greater than 
3 m/s, an d whether the rectangular bar with a minimum aspect ratio of 
4 is susceptible to forming periodic vorti ce s with sufficient energy to 
cause fa r igue damage to a trashrack structure . 
5. The random nature of the flow velocity fi e ld near the tras:1rack 
prevented the lock-in of vibration on any of the trashrac k's natural 
frequencies. 
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